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Motivation
How does a hydrophobic layer at the soil surface affect the 
transport of a contaminant from the unsaturated zone down to 
the groundwater?

We investigate this question in a case study where a sandy soil 
has been contaminated by wood preservatives like chromated
copper arsenate (CCA) and coal tar creosote. Due to the 
extensive application of creosote the soil developed a distinct 
hydrophobic surface horizon which induced pronounced 
preferential flow patterns in the subsurface. Experimental 
investigations showed the transport patterns in the soil, and 
numerical simulation was used to evaluate the consequences for 
water flow, solute transport and sampling. 

Site characterisation
An experimental area on the study site was subdivided into a grid 
with 20 partial areas to allow for spatially distributed sampling. 
The soil type in this region is a sandy textured unstructured 
Spodosol. Seven different depth layers were defined. In each 
layer five out of 20 partial areas were randomly sampled for 
determination of total chromium (Fig. 1). 

This project was funded by the Bavarian Water Management Agency.

Results
Fig. 6 visualises the flow pattern in the heterogeneous profile. As long as the entry of solute continues, solution and solid phase concentrations are 
larger in the preferential flow paths than in areas beside the paths. Five years of solute leaching without solute input deplete concentrations 
particularly in the flow paths (Fig. 7). The leaching of solute is higher in the heterogeneous profile compared to the homogeneous case. As a 
consequence the homogeneous profile still contains more solute mass after 25 years than the heterogeneous soil. The comparison of total solute flux 
at the lower boundary for the homogeneous and the heterogeneous soil further indicates that the maximum leaching is earlier reached in the 
heterogeneous profile whereas the increase of effluent concentration in the homogeneous profile still continues (Fig. 8). It can be assumed that as 
soon as the flow paths are leached the heterogeneous soil will exhibit reduced solute discharge compared to the homogeneous case.

Concentration curves at the four observation points in the heterogeneous profile varied at one magnitude of order (Fig. 9) which is comparable to the 
field observations.

Fig. 1: Variation of Cr total contents in the grid sampling (mean of five 
samples ± standard deviation; the table gives the coefficients of variation).

Fig. 2: Positions of the 8 suction lysimeters
installed. 4 lysimeters in 100 cm and 4 
lysimeters in 150 cm depth (top view onto 
experimental area).
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Fig. 3: Evolution of chromium concentrations in soil solution between October 
2002 and July 2003 at the 8 positions sampled. Concentrations proved to be 
spatially very variable, but less variable with time. A slight seasonality was 
observed.

A dye infiltration test and 
analyses of hydrophobic 
characteristics at the end of 
the investigation period 
revealed that water
repellency was limited to the 
upper 10 cm of the profile 
(Lipsius, 2004). Water only 
infiltrated in restricted spots 
less or not hydrophobic, and 
lead to a very irregular 
transport in the homo-
geneous soil in the deeper 
layers (Fig. 4), causing high 
spatial variability of the 
chromium concentrations 
observed in the monitoring 
study.

The coefficients of variation of chromium contents illustrates the 
variability of its distribution in the profile, in particular in the 
layers which are located directly under the surface layers. 
Between 6 and 65 cm the chromium contents ranged from 74 to 
1281 mg kg-1.

In a monitoring study, soil solution was continuously sampled at 8 
positions around the experimental area in two depths (Fig. 2) 
over a period of 10 months. Results for chromium are shown in 
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4: Vertical profile (200x200 cm) after 
BB infiltration. Red dots mark the former 
positions of the suction lysimeters no. 2 
and 3.

Modelling approach
In order to investigate the effects of heterogeneous flow patterns 
on solute transport and solute sampling, water flow and solute 
transport was simulated using the 2D-FE-model Hydrus-2D 
(Šimůnek et al., 1999), mimicking the flow patterns observed at 
the study site. The total simulation time was 25 years, with 20 
years of solute entry (c = 0.05 µg cm-³) by precipitation and 
subsequent leaching time of 5 years. Two scenarios were 
considered: (a) 20 years of solute entry in a profile without 
preferential flow (‘homogeneous’) and (b) 10 years of solute entry 
in a profile without preferential flow + 10 years of solute entry in 
a profile exhibiting heterogeneous flow (‘heterogeneous’).
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Table 1: Van-Genuchten-parameters and solute transport and reaction parameters used in 
the simulations. Hydraulic and soil physical parameters were determined in lab 
experiments. Disp.L: longitudinal dispersivity, Kd: distribution coefficient.

Layer Depth Van-Genuchten parameters    
  θr θs α n Ks dB Disp. L Kd 
 [cm] [-] [-]   [cm d-1] [g cm³] [cm] [cm³ µg-1] 

1 0-10 0.05 0.43 0.058 2 712.8 1.51 7 10 
2 10-70 0.052 0.41 0.062 2.627 1000 1.56 2.8 5 
3 70-200 0.02 0.36 0.051 2.65 850 1.7 2.5 1 

Specifications
The model domain consisted of a vertical plane of 200 x 200 cm. Three 
different layers were defined (parameters are listed in Table 1). Sorption was 
assumed to be a linear first-order kinetic rate process with a transfer coefficient 
of α = 0.01 on all sorption sites. The upper boundary condition was set as 
atmospheric with an annual precipitation of 41.4 cm, the lower boundary 
condition was defined as free drainage. The initial concentration of solute in 
liquid and solid phase was zero.

The macroscopic flow structure on the model scale was realised by setting the 
hydraulic conductivity at certain areas to very low values (Fig. 6, red area). In 
order to enable lateral water redistribution at the surface, the hydraulic 
conductivity at the top of the profile was increased by a factor of 100 (Fig. 6, 
blue area). In both scenarios, a slight textural variability of soil hydraulic 
properties was incorporated by using a linear scaling procedure based on Miller-
Miller-similitude (Vogel et al., 1991) with the scaling factors randomly 
generated.

Fig. 5: Realisation of heterogeneous flow. Blue: scaling factor 
(sf) 100; red: sf 0.0001; green: random field of Miller-Miller-
similar hydraulic functions. (log(cv)=0.1, correlation lengths 1 
(x) and 20 (z)). Black dots mark the positions of observation 
points.
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Fig. 6: Preferential flow in the 
heterogeneous profile. Black line at 
depth 100 cm, black dots indicate 
observation points.

Fig. 7: Concentration distributions in the liquid phase in the 
homogeneous and the heterogeneous profile after 20 and 25 
years (cross-section at depth 100 cm).

Fig. 8: Total solute fluxes at the lower 
boundary. Solute mass leached is higher 
in the heterogeneous profile.
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Fig. 9: Concentration distribution at the four 
observation points in the 16th year of 
simulation in the heterogeneous profile. 

Conclusions
Preferential flow enhances the leaching during continuous solute input but seems to reduce leaching when solute input has stopped and flow paths 
are depleted. The simulations show that representative sampling of soil solution in such a heterogeneous profile is practically impossible. 
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